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a b s t r a c t

We developed a stochastic simulation model incorporating most processes likely to be important in the
spread of Phytophthora ramorum and similar diseases across the British landscape (covering Rhododen-
dron ponticum in woodland and nurseries, and Vaccinium myrtillus in heathland). The simulation allows
for movements of diseased plants within a realistically modelled trade network and long-distance natu-
ral dispersal. A series of simulation experiments were run with the model, representing an experiment
varying the epidemic pressure and linkage between natural vegetation and horticultural trade, with or
without disease spread in commercial trade, and with or without inspections-with-eradication, to give
a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial started at 10 arbitrary locations spread across England. Fifty replicate simula-
tions were made at each set of parameter values. Individual epidemics varied dramatically in size due to
stochastic effects throughout the model. Across a range of epidemic pressures, the size of the epidemic
was 5–13 times larger when commercial movement of plants was included. A key unknown factor in
the system is the area of susceptible habitat outside the nursery system. Inspections, with a probabil-
ity of detection and efficiency of infected-plant removal of 80% and made at 90-day intervals, reduced
the size of epidemics by about 60% across the three sectors with a density of 1% susceptible plants in

broadleaf woodland and heathland. Reducing this density to 0.1% largely isolated the trade network, so
that inspections reduced the final epidemic size by over 90%, and most epidemics ended without escape
into nature. Even in this case, however, major wild epidemics developed in a few percent of cases. Pro-
vided the number of new introductions remains low, the current inspection policy will control most
epidemics. However, as the rate of introduction increases, it can overwhelm any reasonable inspection
regime, largely due to spread prior to detection.
. Introduction

Planning effective containment of a disease requires models
hich capture the essentials of all the important possible infec-

ion pathways. In some cases an abstract model of the system such
s a network or supply chain analysis may be sufficient to pro-
ide the basis for analysis and decision making. Often however, the
eal system has spatial structure which further defines the devel-
pment of the epidemic, and network models in isolation represent

nly part of the system. Where disease spread occurs continuously
ithin the landscape, any network overlaid on this, such as those

epresenting trade pathways, will act as shortcuts for the disease,
ssentially distorting the topology of the landscape. In this case,
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neither the network nor the underlying landscape can be viewed
as independent systems; their linkage is a fundamental property of
the epidemiological system.

In this paper, we demonstrate one way in which this can be
done. We implemented standard models of epidemic development
(SEIS) and pathogen dispersal within a geographically explicit grid
of susceptible plants on which a trade network is superimposed. We
took this approach in order to assist risk assessment for Phytoph-
thora ramorum (Werres et al., 2001) and Phytophthora kernoviae
(Brasier et al., 2005) within the nursery trade network and the semi-
natural environment in Great Britain. However, the study is largely
generic and would need only parameter adjustment and possibly
re-assessment of the trade network to apply to another organism.
P. ramorum is a newly described oomycete plant pathogen which
is affecting both the semi-natural environment and the hardy nurs-
ery stock industry of various countries (Appiah, 2007; Hansen,
2008). It was first recorded in the UK in February 2002 in a nursery
(Lane et al., 2003). In the semi-natural environment, the situation

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043800
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecolmodel
mailto:tom.harwood@csiro.au
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2009.08.014
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than its area justifies, and vice versa.
The epidemiological model used was based on units repre-
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s at present currently less severe in Europe than the USA, where P.
amorum is causing extensive tree and shrub mortality (Sudden Oak
eath) in California and in one Oregon county (Maloney et al., 2005;
rankel, 2008; Hansen et al., 2008). In Europe, outbreaks in the land-
cape have so far been reported mainly in the UK. The pathogen is
ausing Rhododendron dieback (together with the death of some
ndividual trees) in some historic gardens and woodlands (Brown
nd Brasier, 2007; Xu et al., 2009). In plant nurseries, the pathogen is
esponsible both in the USA and in Europe for a wide range of symp-
oms on several ornamental species (Parke et al., 2004; Neubauer
t al., 2006; Kaminski and Wagner, 2008; Grünwald et al., 2008a;
überli et al., 2008; Moralejo et al., 2008).

P. kernoviae was discovered in Cornwall, England, during inspec-
ions for P. ramorum in October 2003 and has a similar host
ange and UK distribution (CABI, 2008) despite being only dis-
antly related. Currently P. kernoviae has been found only in the
K and New Zealand. However, it also can spread on horticultur-
lly traded plants, especially Rhododendron. P. kernoviae infections
ere recorded in 2008 on Vaccinium myrtillus in both woodland

nd heathland locations (Beales et al., 2009), and more recently P.
amorum infections on V. myrtillus have been found in moorland in
hropshire, England (CSL, 2009).

A key host for both species in the UK is Rhododendron ponticum,
n important invasive species (Shaw, 1984; Dehnen-Schmutz et al.,
004) in a range of habitats including the woodland understorey.

t also is widely planted in ornamental gardens. Whilst both Phy-
ophthora species can infect and sporulate on R. ponticum, the rate of
eaf loss is much greater for P. kernoviae, for which a greater propor-
ion of cases are found in the semi-natural environment (Webber,
008). Vaccinium myrtillus is an important sporulating host (CSL,
006) because it is, widely distributed in woodland and heath-

and across the UK. V. myrtillus and Calluna vulgaris are key species
n upland and lowland heath ecosystems, which are of particular
onservation importance in the UK (Pakeman and Nolan, 2009).
he problem is of particular concern since Calluna vulgaris also has
hown some susceptibility to both pathogens in laboratory tests
CSL, 2006) and has been infected naturally in a nursery (Orlikowski
nd Szkuta, 2004). The heathland habitat therefore was included in
he study both for its intrinsic interest and because large areas of
otentially susceptible material are likely to affect the spread of
oth pathogens.

Models of the spread of P. ramorum in a landscape have been
eveloped for California using various approaches, from risk assess-
ent maps based on host presence (Meentemeyer et al., 2004) to

nvironmental niche models (Kelly et al., 2007). There is a need
or models which predict the spatial rate of spread across the
andscape. Such models must include the spread of the pathogen
hrough human activities such as the movement of infected plants
n the horticultural trade (Jeger et al., 2007).

A multi-scale study in California has shown that P. ramorum
utbreaks are more severe in regions of higher human population
ensity, and also that locally tree mortality is more severe along
oodland trails (Cushman and Meentemeyer, 2008). P. ramorum
as been detected in several plant nurseries and retail outlets, and
hipments of ornamental plants have spread the pathogen over
ong distances (Holdenrieder et al., 2004; Stokstad, 2004; Grünwald
t al., 2008b; Mascheretti et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2008). How-
ver, the relative importance of different methods of spread and
he consequences of different types of intervention are hard to
udge intuitively. In this study, we aim to fill this knowledge gap by
eveloping a simulation model incorporating important processes
ffecting the spread of P. ramorum and similar diseases across the
K. The simulation allows for both movement of diseased plants in

realistically modelled trade network and long-distance dispersal

n the natural environment via other mechanisms such as airborne
r water-borne inoculum movement.
elling 220 (2009) 3353–3361

2. Methods

2.1. Model architecture

The simulation model was developed and implemented as a
standalone Windows® software application (Epidemic Simulator),
using Borland® C++ Builder 5.

A realistic representation of the trade of susceptible plants in
Great Britain, with simulated inspection and eradication regimes
was set in a geographically explicit landscape of susceptible semi-
natural material. Dispersal consequently could occur through the
movement of whole infected plants through trade or through
dispersal of infectious propagules by other means. Habitat was rep-
resented on a grid of 1-km grid squares covering mainland Great
Britain. Within each grid square, separate nodes representing the
area of coverage of woodland, heathland and horticulture sum-
marised the spatial structure at smaller scales. All the nodes in
the trade network where plants are physically present exist within
the grid. Linkages between these sites via trade therefore provide
dispersal shortcuts across the grid.

Interface between the grid-based landscape and trade network
models was achieved by a definition of a common node type, where
nodes could be either a grid cell of a particular habitat or a non-
spatial node to represent junctions in the trade network (Fig. 1).
The individual grower holdings (on the trade layer) then were
linked to non-spatial marketing/distribution centres, which in turn
were linked to non-spatial multiple retailers and then back to grid
cells for the location of retail outlets. Non-spatial nodes do not
have a physical spatial location, and cannot actually contain plants;
instead they act as junctions in the network.

Accurate information on the spatial distribution of different
susceptible species, the degree of pathogenicity and dispersal char-
acteristics of P. ramorum and P. kernoviae still are not available for
the UK. The simulation model was developed as a flexible generic
framework to describe disease spread in Great Britain in systems
with concurrent spread through trade and natural dispersal, both to
allow adaptation to new information, and on a more fundamental
level because specificity is better represented in parameterisa-
tion than the underlying model structure. A particular benefit of
a generic model in this context is that it could easily be extended
to simulate other Phytophthora species (e.g. Donahoo et al., 2006;
Jung and Nechwatal, 2008; Jung and Burgess, 2009) of which an
increasing number are being detected, and some of which pose
new threats. The behaviour of the system then was examined over a
range of parameterisations representing the current understanding
of P. ramorum epidemiology, the spatial distribution of susceptible
material, and the nursery-inspection process.

The key host species for both trade and local dispersal was
assumed to be R. ponticum. Other Rhododendron species and
sporulating ornamental genera such as Viburnum and Pieris were
assumed to behave in the same way as R. ponticum and were added
to the area of R. ponticum. Additionally, spread through heath-
land species was modelled. Both within and between these species,
there undoubtedly will be variations in size, and consequently in
the spore-producing capacity of an individual plant. Although indi-
vidual species will differ in susceptibility, spore production, and
other features, it was not considered feasible to make or parame-
terise a model representing individually all species which might act
as hosts. Variation between species could be captured within the
two notions of the susceptible area and standard plant size: a more
susceptible plant would represent a relatively larger contribution
senting plants with a ground area of 0.1 m2 (maximum density
�= 100,000 ha−1). This represents a single pot plant as moved
between nurseries. Larger plants and consignments were treated
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the model. (a) Structure of a single 1-km grid cell, showing the three GIS layers of population nodes, each with an SEIS model running inside.
Movements of individuals between compartments are shown, with lines for ongoing infection (black), mortality and recruitment (white), and management replacement of
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nfected plants (patterned). Trade network movements are shown in grey, and inf
hrough the spatial grid, showing the three grid layers with a superimposed trade n
horizontal hatching), marketing groups, multiple retailers and retail sites (vertical
hown by dotted arrows.

s assemblages of individuals. Assuming that spore production is
roportional to leaf mass, which is itself proportional to leaf vol-
me, and that leaf volume can be represented by a hemisphere,
2-m-high Rhododendron plant is equivalent to 1409 individu-

ls of ground area 0.1 m2 (height 178 mm.). The 2-m-high plant
ould have 11.2 times as much leaf material per unit ground area

s the standard individual. This could be expressed as an increase
n the effective area occupied; however, areal estimate of species
ccupancy (see Data below) were not accurate enough to warrant
etailed species-specific scaling.

.2. Data

Geographical information was used at a 1-km2 resolution for
he whole of Great Britain, based on the National Grid. Habitat
ata was taken from the CS2000 survey describing the distribu-
ion of Broad Habitat Types at this resolution (Broadleaved, mixed
nd yew woodland stock 1998, Dwarf shrub heath stock 1998,
nits ha km−2). Whilst better quality information on the distribu-
ion of susceptible plants is available on a local scale, the national
overage provides a consistent background.

The distribution of hardy nursery stock was estimated from the
003 AgCensus data for England and for Wales, which subsequently
as modified using data from the 2006 HortWeek Suppliers Guide

o represent the distribution of sites growing susceptible stock.
he 2003 AgCensus data for England and Wales provided 2-km
esolution areal-estimates of Hardy Nursery Stock. For Wales, the
lass was a broader Horticulture definition which must be expected
o contain other sectors. For Scotland, no direct spatial data was
vailable, so the baseline spatial arrangement was generated by
ssuming that the spatial distribution of sites was similar to that
f England and overlaying a subset of the English AgCensus data
ver Scotland. Subsequent sampling as described below ensured
hat the total area was appropriate. For each 2-km grid square, a
ingle 1-km grid square was allocated randomly to contain the site.

The locations of marketing groups for growers specialising in
usceptible stock (Rhododendron, Heathers) were recorded from the

006 HortWeek Suppliers Guide, and sizes either directly recorded
59%) or estimated as the mean size of recorded susceptible hold-
ngs (41%). The sizes of all holdings were recorded as areas. Where
nly plant numbers were available, the growing area was estimated
rom the mean ratio of area to plant numbers from those sites for
between layers and other cells with dotted arrows. (b) A 6 by 4-km cross section
k represented by explicit directional trade links (grey) between the supplier nodes
ing). Dispersal of infected spores between nodes both within and between layers is

which both were available. For each marketing group, individual
nursery holdings (1-km2) were allocated randomly according to
a radial search algorithm giving preference to sites near the mar-
keting group. Each marketing group took turns selecting nearby
occupied grid squares until it had the specified total size. For each
marketing group, the starting square was randomly selected within
the 8-cell Moore neighbourhood, and the direction (clockwise or
anticlockwise) similarly randomly allocated. At each step, search-
ing continued until an occupied grid square which had not been
allocated to another group was located. The search continued in
the specified direction, moving radially out into the next ring of
squares when a circuit had been completed. All holdings not allo-
cated were assumed not to trade in susceptible stock and were not
included in the model.

The locations of retailers were derived from the inspection
records of Plant Health and Seeds Inspectorate (PHSI). All were allo-
cated the same ground area, by equally dividing the total output of
the nurseries. Nodes representing these sites were then added to
the grid.

2.3. Spatial SEIS model

A spatial implementation of an SEIS model (Madden et al.,
2007) was developed to model pathogen dynamics and spatial dis-
persal. SEIS models have three categories of plants: susceptible
(S), Exposed (E), and Infectious (I), where Exposed individuals are
those which have been infected but are not yet producing infec-
tious propagules. The total constant population size N is defined
as S + E + I. In both trade and natural settings, dead plants will be
replaced rapidly by new ones. The removal rate of plants�(S + I + E)
therefore was assumed to be matched by an equal input of suscep-
tible plants so as to keep population density constant. This means
that the model cannot capture long-term species replacement pro-
cesses in trade or the landscape, but this was not our aim. Within
each population (each layer in each grid cell) the SEIS model was
run as a deterministic model. A rectangular integration of the model
on a daily time-step was used. The numbers of individuals in each

category is represented by S, E and I respectively. The rate of infec-
tion of new individuals is given by ˇSI, where ˇ is the number of
infections that a single infectious individual would make per sus-
ceptible individual per day in ideal conditions. Exposed individuals
become infectious at a rate kE, where k is the reciprocal of the latent
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eriod in days. Recovery or immunity is not documented. Increased
ortality due to infection was considered negligible over the short

ime spans of the simulations, except where destruction follow-
ng a positive inspection was simulated. A blanket mortality rate

(representing replacement by new susceptible individuals) was
pplied to all individuals. Thus:

dS

dt
= −ˇSI +�E +�I (1)

dE

dt
= ˇSI − kE −�E (2)

dI

dt
= kE −�I (3)

This basic model was implemented on a 1-km spatial grid of
imensions 700 × 1300-km. The dispersal kernel was an inverse-
quare power-law with median dispersal of 2-m. Dispersal bearing
as assumed to be uniform. To save calculation time whilst

etaining accuracy, the resulting dispersal across the grid was pre-
alculated as follows. The function was integrated from an array of
oint sources on a 20-m sub-grid within the source cell to an equiv-
lent array of point sinks within all 1-km grid cells within an arena
f radius 50-km from the source. No viable dispersal beyond 50-
m was assumed. The probability of inoculation within the source
ell ( ) relative to the rest of the arena (1 − ) was stored, and the
emaining results comprising a cell-specific probabilities (pcell) nor-
alised such that �pcell = 1 for all cells outside the source, sorted

nto descending order. For a single dispersal event outside the
ource cell, a destination cell then was selected from the normalised
cell values using a single uniform random number. If R represents
he daily number of infections per infectious individual that would
ccur within the entire 50-km radius arena entirely populated with
usceptible individuals at a density�, the maximum daily number
f infections within the source cell is R . Since this also may be
efined as ˇ�, we can derive ˇ for a given dispersal kernel as

= R 

�
(4)

Three habitat layers (broadleaved woodland, heathland and the
orticultural trade) were defined, with an areaAcell

layer
in each grid cell

where
∑

layerA
cell
layer

≤ 1 km2). Of this area, only a habitat-specific
roportion ılayer is susceptible, giving an initial number of suscep-
ible plants per layer in each cell of

cell
layer =�ılayerAcelllayer (5)

Outside the source cell, infection was assumed to be inde-
endent of the source habitat; so, the expected number of new

nfections in a given cell and layer is

cell
layer =

(
1 − 

)
pcellˇScelllayer I (6)

Within the source cell, the probability of habitat of the same type
eing in proximity to the source was assumed to be greater than
hat of other habitat layers. A weightingwwas applied to allow for
his by modifying the effective areas of habitat, with the number of
ther layers nother layers set at 2 for the 3 layer model.

w
source layer = wSsource layer

w + nother layers
(7)

w
other layer = Sother layer

w + nother layers
. (8)
The expected number of new infections within a given layer in
he source cell then is

cell
layer = ˇSwcelllayer I (9)
elling 220 (2009) 3353–3361

This model then was implemented in a stochastic form to rep-
resent discrete dispersal events and the formation of new disease
foci, which are random events due to spore movement through a
chaotic medium. The expected number of new infections for a given
destination was used to generate an actual whole number from a
Poisson distribution. Whilst there are computational costs to such
an approach, the time cost was greatly reduced in comparison with
conventional methods by the dispersal algorithm described above.
Efficient computation was achieved by generating explicit events
for all cells within 10-km of the source, but generating a single event
for the remaining area. When this was non-zero it was allocated to
a specific cell in the 10–50-km zone according to the distribution
kernel.

2.4. Realistic trade network model

A simulated trade network was used to connect nursery and
retailer nodes and to allow the movement of plant units between
nodes to simulate trade. The positions and links of the individual
grower holdings, and their umbrella groups, multiple and single
retailers were determined as described in Section 2.2. Fig. 1 shows
how this network was defined relative to the spatial grid. Trade
occurred between grower holdings and retailers/gardens accord-
ing to specific links. Fixed links were established from the data
to connect individual holdings with distribution hubs and to con-
nect multiple retailers to their individual outlets. The nature of the
links between suppliers and retailers could not be determined due
to commercial sensitivity of the information and was generated
stochastically for each model run (e.g. black arrow showing the link
between non-spatial nodes in Fig. 1) rather than arbitrarily define
a structure. Annual turnover of produce was assumed to be con-
stant for all holdings and was set at 0.6 of the total population size.
The turnover for each holding (0.6N) was used to generate the total
throughput of the system, which was balanced by the sales from the
retailers. Retailers then randomly selected suppliers (including dis-
tribution hubs) until their annual quota was reached. This ensured
balanced trading. In practice, the fixed elements of the network
resulted in a consistent network type, which was scale-free and
small-world (Pautasso and Jeger, 2008). Whilst the network struc-
ture allowed for large-scale marketing and retail activities, it also
allowed a single-grower holding to supply directly to a retailer or
any other combination of links.

Trading was carried out explicitly by the movement of a ran-
domly selected subset of the plants on site. Trading occurs every
day throughout a trading period specific to each source site. The
daily number of plants traded was given as 0.6N/number of days
trading. The trading period for each site was set by its distribu-
tion centre, to which a randomly generated period of 1–60 days
between 1st March and 31st August was allocated. Since popula-
tion size was constant for all sites, a node exporting plants was
topped up with fresh susceptible individuals, and plants arriving at
a node replaced a random sample of the existing population. Plants
travelling through a non-spatial node representing the transport
process were held in transit for one day for each non-spatial node
they pass through. During this period they were not infectious and
could not develop new infections.

2.5. Inspections and management

Management strategies for control of the epidemic in the nurs-
ery trade and in the semi-natural environment were considered

separately.

All trade premises were added to an inspection list, and a ran-
dom start day for inspections allocated to each. Inspections then
occurred at a fixed basic rate (e.g. one every 180 days) until any
infection was detected. At this point, re-inspection was scheduled
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Table 1
Parameter values used for simulations.

Parameter Range of values

Rate at which new infections produced by single
infected individual in healthy population (R)

0.5, 1/day

Latent period (k) 10 day
Intrinsic replacement rate (�) 0.0005/day
Equivalent host density (�) 100,000/ha
Habitat transfer coefficient (w) 3
Proportion of broadleaf area occupied by

susceptibles (ıbroadleaf)
0.001 or 0.01

Proportion of heath area occupied by susceptibles
(ıheathland)

0.001 or 0.01

Proportion of nursery area occupied by
susceptibles (ıtrade)

0.1

Initial infection size 10 plants
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Trade turnover 0.6/year
Interval between inspections 180 day
Re-inspection interval for positives in days 90 day
Efficiency of removal on positive inspection (pd) 80%

t a shorter interval (e.g. 90 days), eradication measures applied
t a certain efficiency, and trace-forward and/or trace-back mea-
ures (inspection of all connected nodes) applied where specified.
his accurately represented the official inspection policy within
he PHSI in 2007/2008. Inspection efficiency was modelled both
t inspections and during the eradication process. At an infected
ite, there was a probability pd that the infection was detected, and
Boolean throw was made to determine the results of an inspec-

ion. If the infection was detected, it was assumed that a thorough
nspection of all plants was made, and pd of infected plants were
emoved.

Semi-natural environment surveys and subsequent manage-
ent were controlled by a habitat-specific parameter specifying

nnual probability of detection and efficiency of control. Positive
nspections resulted in the node being added to a regular inspec-
ion list (using the standard nursery-inspection rate) and control at
he specified efficiency. Practical field management of these dis-
ases was variable, but this is a reasonable summary model. In
arge-scale epidemics, the cost of management of the semi-natural
nvironment would become prohibitive, and this model becomes
verly optimistic. This option was not used for the main simula-
ions, allowing the effects of the nursery inspections to be assessed
n a simpler environment.

.6. Software and model testing

Extensive testing of the software was carried out on Windows
8SE, 2000 and XP on four separate PCs prior to the simulation
tudy. Robustness of the model to input parameters was tested
y examining model behaviour over a range of extreme values for
ll parameters and functions. Subsequently, the sensitivity of the
odel in the region of the values given in Table 1 was examined

or reasonable behaviour. For each parameterisation 5 simulations
ere conducted. No unexpected responses were observed. This did
ot represent a full sensitivity analysis.

Direct validation of the model against historical data was not
ossible. We have only one historical record, with unknown intro-
uction points, unquantified management intervention, and an

ncomplete record of its spatial distribution. In addition to this,
tochastic processes, especially those of dispersal can result in a
ide range (log normally distributed) of potential outcomes for a

iven set of parameters. Since this is true for both the real and model

orlds, it is only possible to say that observed behaviour falls within

he range of model outcomes. To circumvent this problem, results
ere obtained over a range of parameter values to derive quali-

ative and general conclusions for Phytophthora like systems with
his spatial structure.
elling 220 (2009) 3353–3361 3357

For a given set of model parameters and dispersal functions,
the lognormal distribution of results was reasonably consistently
described by a sample of 30 or more simulations. Consequently
a standard replicate number of 50 was used for the simulation
experiments.

2.7. Simulation experiments: effects of trade, linkage of
commerce and wild vegetation, and inspections

Simulations were carried out to examine the behaviour of the
model system under a range of different scenarios. Due to uncer-
tainty as to the nature of infection by P. ramorum and P. kernoviae
under British conditions the aim was to explore the model under
settings appropriate for a range of plant pathogens, rather than
attempt to simulate species-specific predictions. Table 1 gives
parameter values used to run the simulations.

Series 1: Effect of trade, inspections and linkage to natural
environment. A series of simulations was run, representing an
experiment varying the epidemic pressure with or without disease
spread in commercial trade, and with or without inspections-with-
eradication at a high and low contact rate and with high and low
linkage between natural vegetation and horticultural trade, to give
a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial. Each simulation was run for 10 years. Fifty
replicate simulations were made at each set of parameter values
at each of 10 locations spread over England (8000 simulations),
allowing formal statistical tests to be made and, where these were
significant, the relative importance of different influences to be
judged. The resultant epidemic sizes were transformed to loga-
rithms before analysis. The residuals were skewed because of the
distribution of epidemic sizes described below, but the results are
easiest to interpret on this scale as effects correspond to propor-
tionate changes.

Series 2: repeated introductions and enhanced inspection regimes.
The effect of regular randomly located introductions into the trade
network was investigated to simulate the effect of failure to detect
infection at the time of import. Introductions once, twice, and four
times a year were used in combination with normal (180:90) and
double (90:45) inspection: re-inspection intervals at the higher
infection rate (R = 1). The epidemic in the semi-natural environ-
ment in terms of woodland and heathland was not modelled,
allowing the nursery inspection system to be assessed in isolation.
Five hundred 10-year simulations (3000 simulations in total) were
carried out for each combination of inspection parameters, using
default values in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution of epidemic size

Because of the stochastic nature of the simulation, replicate epi-
demics started at the same location and with the same parameters
evolved differently. The probability distribution of log epidemic
size had three peaks: cases where the epidemic failed to establish;
moderate sizes, locally often saturated but failing to spread; and
very large epidemics, where infection reached a large hub (Fig. 2).

3.2. Series 1: effect of trade, inspections, and linkage to natural
environment

The most important factor determining total final epidemic

size was R (Table 2), although the two values compared are of
course arbitrary. The next most influential factor was the strength
of the linkage between the natural environment and trade infec-
tions; without infections arising in nature, the final population size
was smaller. Removing the commercial trade in plants also greatly
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ig. 2. Experiments, Series 1. Histogram of the natural logarithm of the infected
ost population size after 10 years; 500 replicates; R = 1/day; commercial movement
nabled; inspections with removal enabled; natural spread parameter 0.001 (low);
pidemic start at UK grid ref SJ326768. Other parameters at default (Table 1).

educed the final epidemic size. The effect of the introduction loca-
ion differed substantially, depending on how they were connected
o the trade network and susceptible vegetation. Inspections-with-
radication had the next largest effect, but this interacted strongly
ith the strength of linkage to the natural environment: with

trong links the effect of inspections with commercial trade enabled
as weakened substantially, from −0.98 to −0.23 (averaged over

), equivalent to 63% and 22% reductions, respectively. Without
ommercial trade in susceptible species, the effect of inspections
as somewhat greater with strong natural linkages and much

reater with weak natural linkages.

.3. Series 2: repeated introductions and enhanced inspection
egimes

Repeated introductions at random locations led to larger final
nfected population sizes after 10 years, as expected (Fig. 3). The
ncrease was closely linear with the number of introductions (lin-

ar contrast SS 1022.6, F1,2994 = 580, P < 0.001, quadratic deviation
S 3.3, F1,2994 = 24, P > 0.001) at about 60% per extra introduc-
ion (0.47 ln units). Increasing the stringency of the inspection
egime reduced the severity by 0.23 ln units, equivalent to about

able 2
nalysis of variance of ln(epidemic size) after 10 years from a single introduction.

Source of variation d.f. Total size

m.s. Effect or mean

Grand mean 6.02
Start location 9 2691.5 +2.59
R high 1 26503.7 +3.64 ± 0.08
Commerce off 1 5125.2 −1.60
Inspections off 1 2104.4 +1.03
Nature linkage low 1 6896.2 −1.86
R.commerce 1 389.3 −0.88 ± 0.16
R.inspections 1 147.2 +0.54
Commerce.insp 1 350.2 −0.84
R.nat 1 803.9 −1.27
Commerce.nat 1 48.7 −0.31
Insp.nat 1 1296.2 +1.61
R.commerce.insp 1 18.30.05 −0.38 ± 0.32
R.commerce.nat 1 14.90.05 −0.34
R.insp.nat 1 76.2 +0.78
Commerce.insp.nat 1 342.1 −1.65
R.commerce.insp.nat 1 14.40.05 −0.68 ± 0.65
Residual 3.28

ifty replicate epidemics were simulated for each combination of parameters and startin
m.s.) shows the relative contribution to variation in the results. ns Not significant at P = 0
elling 220 (2009) 3353–3361

a 21% improvement in control (F1,2994 = 23.6, P > 0.001) with a
small but significant interaction with the frequency of introduction
(F1,2994 = 9.0, P > 0.001), because the increase due to extra intro-
ductions was reduced slightly with the more stringent inspection
regime.

4. Discussion

The model demonstrates a useful framework in which to incor-
porate epidemic processes which are naturally conceptualised as
a network - trade, with ones conceptualised as a continuous spa-
tial model – the natural environment. The model is reasonably fast,
taking a few days to run the example experiments presented, but
captures most of the features controlling epidemics of this type. The
use of a network and spatial structure which are realistic allows us
to ask questions which are relevant to policy.

However, the extent to which a model can represent a real
system is always constrained by the available data. In this case,
the structure of the trade network in England and Wales may be
regarded as adequately representing the spatial locations and size
structure of the industry. In Scotland, where no data was avail-
able on the locations of actual holdings the spatial distribution of
trade sites will be less representative of the real situation; however,
this is compensated by the relatively few susceptible trade sites in
Scotland. Since these were allowed to select holdings in close prox-
imity, a reasonable degree of confidence in the large-scale spatial
distribution is appropriate. Key links between marketing groups
and distribution hubs had to be generated randomly, once per run.
This was found to have little effect on the properties of the network
in isolation, but did affect the spatial organisation of the network in
relation to the underlying semi-natural habitat. The results of repli-
cate simulations ensure that this uncertainty is represented in the
statistical analysis of results. Consultation with working inspectors
suggests that the processes and parameter values used in the model
runs represent the inspection process effectively.

The actual distribution of susceptible species is poorly under-
stood. By assuming an even distribution of susceptible species
within the habitats in which they occur, it is likely that the modelled
Greater heterogeneity might be expected to reduce the degree
of contact between susceptible elements of the landscape; this is
incorporated at present in the parameterw. However, higher local
concentrations of infection could build up, resulting in a greater

Heath Woodland

m.s. Effect or mean m.s. Effect or mean

1.48 3.14
405.9 +1.01 922.3 +1.51

9519.3 +2.18 ± 0.06 22101.2 +3.32 ± 0.06
2516.6 −1.12 2216.0 −1.05

300.7 +0.39 757.0 +0.62
7609.6 −1.95 22986.9 −3.39
1009.2 −1.42 ± 0.14 482.0 −0.98 ± 0.14

206.3 +0.64 320.6 +0.80
99.7 −0.45 143.1 −0.54

3451.9 −2.63 3027.0 −2.46
502.2 1.00 72.7 +0.38

67.7 0.37 391.7 +0.88
57.3 −0.68 ± 0.28 43.7 −0.59 ± 0.28
71.8 +0.76 6.2 −0.22ns

57.2 +0.68 263.4 1.45
67.4 −0.73 157.6 −1.12
55.0 −1.33 ± 0.54 61.6 −1.40 ± 0.55

2.30 2.37

g location. Unless specified, all effects are significant at P < 0.001; the mean square
.05. 0.05Significant only at P = 0.05.
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ig. 3. Experiments, Series 2. Effect of standard and stringent inspection rates wit
ach panel. (a, c and e) Standard inspection regime; (b, d and f) stringent inspectio
introductions per year. Histogram of the natural logarithm of the infected host p

nspections with removal enabled; natural spread parameter 0.001 (low). Other par

robability of dispersal to any distance, but with the effect of
ecreasingw as epidemics intensify. The model therefore is some-
hat conservative in estimating the process of spread to the natural

nvironment. Previous studies have shown the importance of land-
cape heterogeneity in the spread and establishment of P. ramorum
n California (Condeso and Meentemeyer, 2007; Kelly et al., 2008;

eentemeyer et al., 2008), and our model confirms this.
By combining two model families, the model is able to treat all

he relevant aspects of the system. P. ramorum and P. kernoviae
re not unique in their dispersal through both natural and human
ediated means, which is common to many important pests and

iseases. In these cases, modelling approaches ignoring either route
f transmission are likely to have limited scale or practical applica-
ion.

The modelling experiments in Series 1 demonstrate the
mportance of the semi-natural environment in sustaining P. ramo-
um/P. kernoviae-like epidemics. It is inappropriate to view the
rade network as a truly independent system. Once infections
ecome established in the semi-natural environment, management
ecomes reactive rather than proactive due to the size of the areas

nvolved. Whilst the extent of infection between the two environ-
ents is unclear, there is some evidence for cross infection (Xu et

l., 2009). Given the capacity of the semi-natural environment to
ustain an epidemic in the face of efficient management, a holistic
pproach is thus required. However it should be noted that molec-
lar work has shown that the landscape and nursery epidemics

emain largely independent in the California epidemic (Mascheretti
t al., 2008).

The trade epidemic seems to be controlled at the present level
f intervention (Xu et al., 2009), and the modelling supports this,
rovided the semi-natural environment does not become infected.
or 4 introductions per year to random locations. The arrows indicate the mean in
me; (a and b) 1 introduction per year; (c and d) 2 introductions per year; (e and f)
tion size after 10 years; 500 replicates; R = 1/day; commercial movement enabled;
ers at default (Table 1).

However, both series show that the effect of control declines with
increasing disease pressure. Series 2 show that at a high level of
new introductions, it is not possible to control epidemic spread,
even with the most stringent of reasonable inspection regimes. This
is largely due to the onward movement and dispersal of plants in
the period between inspections.

Long-distance movement of plants will result inevitably in some
long-distance transfer of diseased material, either via the trade or
via amenity horticulture. If the epidemic becomes established in
countries with strong trade links to the UK, any movement is likely
to confound local attempts to control the epidemic.

Choice of dispersal kernels is critical to the behaviour of mod-
els of this type. Here we used negative-square power-law model
of median dispersal distance 2 m. The dispersal kernel of either
pathogen has not been measured empirically, although it is gener-
ally considered to be concentrated close to the source due to splash
dispersal (Davidson et al., 2005; Garbelotto, 2008) but with occa-
sional long-distance aerial dispersal (Rizzo et al., 2005). This would
indicate fat-tailed distribution, and a median distance of 2-m is rea-
sonable for point source of small aerial spores or pollen (Shaw et
al., 2006). No specific treatment is made of the transport of infected
litter or of mud on boots. These and similar unquantified dispersal
pathways were assumed to be summarised by the dispersal kernel.
Clearly this will fail to represent a visitor carrying mud on boots
further than the modelled maximum natural-dispersal distance of
50-km.
Linking a network model to the underlying landscape has
implications for the nature of connectivity between nodes in the
network. Geographically close nodes may well infect one another,
even if not explicitly connected via the network (in this case no
trade), via disease spread across the landscape. It may be argued
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hat all the nodes in the network are connected to some degree.
f explicitly modelling both the network and the landscape, this is
ot an issue; however, if one is attempting to describe a network
hich can be characterised in this way using conventional network

heory, it may be difficult to choose an appropriate cut-off point.
Where a pathogen has the potential to become established in

oth the network and the wider environment, the appropriate-
ess of model assumptions can be expected to change according to
he relative levels of infection in the different sub-systems. Thus,
f infections largely are restricted to the nursery trade, a strict
etwork approach could be justified. Once a disease becomes estab-

ished outside the network, both systems become important. At a
ater stage, when the disease is firmly established, low-level long-
istance spread via networks may become irrelevant.

. Conclusions

Our model suggests that, provided the Phytophthora epidemics
re limited to the nursery trade, inspections usually can control sin-
le epidemics. Restricting trade in particularly susceptible species
ould reduce spread of the disease greatly, but would be unpalat-

ble to the industry. With continued trade there is a continuing
ikelihood of escape to the natural environment. Once an epidemic
ecomes established in the semi-natural environment, the impact
f inspections is greatly reduced. The difficulty of total eradica-
ion of the disease from known outbreak sites (e.g. Prospero et al.,
007; Hansen, 2008) and the possibility of re-infection gradually
ill reduce the number of nursery premises available for the cul-

ivation of P. ramorum/P. kernoviae susceptible-plants. The effect
n the semi-natural environment depends on factors such as the
mplementation of effective R. ponticum control.

The structure of national and international horticultural trade
etworks still is poorly documented. Models of disease spread in
omplex networks suggest that in the case of heterogeneity in the
ontact structure of trade players, control should be specifically tar-
eted towards super-connected nodes (Jeger et al., 2007; Pautasso
nd Jeger, 2008). Again, this is commercially unpalatable, because
t often is economically more efficient to use major concentration
epots to receive and distribute plants (and other commodities);
hese are automatically super-connected nodes. Unfortunately, the
mplications of network theory for diminishing the threat of unde-
ired introductions of plant pathogens still are not considered in the
ontext of the bio-security threat posed by the increasing interna-
ional horticultural trade (Brasier, 2008).

The software developed can be used also for predicting the
pread of other emerging plant diseases and, with some adjust-
ents, of invasive plant species introduced through the ornamental

rade (Levine and D’Antonio, 2003; Baker et al., 2005; Dehnen-
chmutz et al., 2007a,b). Further research should study the spread
f P. ramorum and other emerging plant diseases over the long-
erm so as to assess, among other things, the importance of climate
hange for such processes (Coakley, 1995; Chakraborty et al., 2000;
eger and Pautasso, 2008).
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